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Message from the Chair 
It has been another impressive 
year for SSERC and on behalf 
of the Board of Directors and 
Trustees, I would like to thank the 
staff  at SSERC for all their hard 
work and dedication. 

As a membership organisation, 
supported by all 32 Local Authorities, 
we provide a unique shared service 
function that would be diff icult to replicate 
at an individual Local Authority level, particularly in 
these times of financial pressure. Such is the success of 
the organisation that we attract a significant amount 
of additional external funding to further extend our 
capacity and capability. We are grateful for this support. 

In the year when we welcome Alastair MacGregor as the 
new Chief Executive Off icer, it would be appropriate to take 
this opportunity to thank Fred Young MBE, our outgoing 
CEO for all his years of service and dedication to SSERC.

The organisation will continue to change and evolve in the 
years ahead to meet the needs of the education community 
in Scotland and to help achieve the vision that the SSERC 
Board has for the organisation moving forward.

supported by all 32 Local Authorities, 
we provide a unique shared service 
function that would be diff icult to replicate 

<<

Overview
Message from the CEO
2017/2018 was yet again another very successful 
year for SSERC. We maintain a reputation for 
quality and professionalism and we continue to 
deliver a unique range of products and services 
which add value and benefit to the education 
community in Scotland.

It was also a year of change which saw the retiral 
of the then Chief Executive Off icer, Fred Young MBE. 
Also, the interim Chair of the SSERC Board of Directors 
and Trustees, Ian Stephen, handed over to our new Chair, 
Alan Nimmo. Both Fred and Ian are to be congratulated on their leadership 
and stewardship of the organisation. 

At the time of writing this message for the Annual Report, I look back on 9 months 
as Chief Executive Off icer, working with an incredibly talented, enthusiastic 
and professional team of people who have continued not only to deliver quality 
products and services, but also embraced organisational change that will allow 
SSERC to respond to an evolving educational landscape. I have  been fortunate 
also to work with a Board of Directors and Trustees who have taken up the 
challenge of providing a strategic vision and direction for the organisation. I look 
forward to working with the SSERC Team to ensure that the further change that 
is needed to achieve the Board’s vision for the organisation, can be achieved.

2018/2019 promises to be a very exciting time for SSERC as we continue 
to inspire and support STEM educators through health and safety advice 
and practical, hands-on, experiential professional learning, for the benefit of 
learners and as we work towards being recognised internationally as a centre 
of excellence for STEM learning and support.

of the then Chief Executive Off icer, Fred Young MBE. 
Also, the interim Chair of the SSERC Board of Directors 
and Trustees, Ian Stephen, handed over to our new Chair, 

Alastair McGregor - Chief Executive Off icer at SSERCCouncillor Alan Nimmo - Chair of SSERC Board of Directors and Trustees
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SSERC functions
SSERC off ers a broad and unique portfolio of services, which are principally in support 
of the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) areas of the curriculum.  
There are three main strands to our activity.

Funders 
We remain grateful to our external funders who continue to support the 
work of SSERC:
• All 32 Local Authorities 
• Other member organisations
• Scottish Government 
• STEM Learning
• Primary Science Teaching Trust (PSTT)
• Scottish Association of Metals

We are grateful to both GTCS and SQA for sponsoring the Scottish 
Universities Science School.

• The Edina Trust
• RSC
• IOP
• RCUK
• Education Scotland
• SQA

<<

Support for STEM education

For every £1 
we receive 

from Scottish 
Government 
we attract an 

additional 51p of 
external funding 
which is used to 
support STEM 
education in 

Scotland.

32 Local 
Authorities

Other member 
organisations

51p

£1

Provision of Career Long Professional Learning (CLPL) 
for early years, primary and secondary teachers and school 
and college technicians.

The Advisory Service provides ongoing health and safety 
guidance for the Scottish education community to support 
safe practical activities in the classroom environment.

Wider STEM engagement activities including liaison lead of 
STEM Ambassadors in Scotland.

1

2

3
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Career Long Professional Learning (CLPL)

Which LAs were represented?

In 2017/2018 SSERC off ered a wide range of hands-on, face-to-face, experiential, STEM-focussed, 
CLPL activities to support the education community in Scotland. Our reach spanned all 32 local authorities.

Recognition for SSERC
SSERC is one of the few organisations to be awarded 
the ‘GTCS Quality Mark as a Professional Learning 
Organisation’. The Award recognises and celebrates the impact of teacher 
professional learning along with the leadership of learning cultures in 
which teacher professionalism can thrive and bring about real impact.

CLPL@SSERC
supports

student
teachers

early years
practitioners

technicians

primary & 
secondary 
teachers

curriculum 
leaders

Early Years/Primary/Secondary/Technicians

Early Years/Primary/Secondary

Secondary/Technicians

5
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Rolls Royce Science Prize
Five teachers from the Supporting STEM course were nominated 
to receive £1000 for their schools. Lynne Cooper of the Rolls Royce Science 
Prize commented: “This is a mark of an excellent course with lasting impact.”

Primary Cluster Programme in Science and Technology
A systematic programme to:
• Develop cluster mentors in science and technology.
• Engage every primary teacher in a cluster in experiential CLPL.

“What a fantastic way to learn about science and teaching science 
to children. It was fun and practical, which means I am more likely 
to take away the information to use in the classroom.”

Early Years/Primary sector
2017/2018 was the year in which the SSERC Primary Cluster Programme (PCP) achieved its goal of working 
across all 32 local authorities. The programme leaves behind a legacy of enthused early years practitioners and 
primary school teachers who are confident in undertaking STEM based activities in the classroom environment. 

Provision
• 4100 attendances:
 •  90% via Primary Cluster Programme and PSTT Sustain and Extend
 •  10% via Open Courses-open to applicants from across the country
• Face-to-Face experiential 
• Interactive electronic (SSERC_Meet)
• Early Level –> Level 2
• Probationer teachers
• Primary/Secondary Transition
• More than 95% delegates rate courses as ‘very good’ or ‘good’

“Thank you so much, I have thoroughly enjoyed the course and it 
has been truly revolutionary for me.”

SSERC Early Years/Primary CLPL Provision 2017/2018

40%

60%

Interactive electronic Face to face

2012/2013 - 2017/2018

32
Local 

Authorities

550
Schools

17000
Attendances

440
Mentors

5500
Teachers

£150k
classroom 
resources 

from

>>
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Evaluation by Robert Owen Centre for Educational 
Change - key findings
•  The PCP continues to produce highly motivated mentors who are 

promoting the skills and confidence of their cluster colleagues to teach 
science and technology.

•  The PCP appears to have had a greater impact in schools recording 
higher levels of deprivation.

•  Headteachers and Local Authority Off icers highlight that HMIE 
inspections are recognising the success of PCP and its contribution 
to quality learning and teaching in science and technology.

•  Learner confidence to engage in science activities and tasks was 
significantly higher among pupils in schools with higher levels of 
PCP involvement compared to schools with lower levels of involvement.

Primary Science Teaching Trust Sustain and
Extend Programme (PSTT SEP)
•  Supports Local Authorities sustain and extend the impact of their 

participation in PCP.
• 12 Local Authorities in 2017/2018.

Going forward
•  Engaging further with Local Authorities through 2-year programme - 

PCP followed immediately by PSTT SEP, oversubscribed for 2017/2018.
•  Doubling of funding provided by Edina Trust to support provision of 

classroom resources for schools participating in PSTT SEP.
• Further development of Early Learning provision.
• Dedicated research input.

“Cluster primary colleagues are talking with much more 
confidence about the science outcomes they are delivering. Setting 
up links between cluster primaries and the secondary school has 
been an excellent step forward in this project and one we are very 
keen to sustain.”

Reported changes in science and technology

52% 39%50%45%

6% 3%4%4%

41% 53%44%50%

large extent some extent a little

increase 
in teachers’ 
confidence

increase 
in teachers’ 
knowledge

increase
 in teachers’ 

skills

increase 
in pupil 

engagement
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“SSERC CPD is always well organised and clear. The resources 
provided from SSERC are very easy to use and implement in 
classes as soon as you get back into school. The fact that risk 
assessments are done for each of the practicals also helps to save 
time filling out lengthy forms. I’ve found any SSERC CPD I’ve been 
involved in to be highly e� ective and excellent.” 

With an ever changing educational landscape, we continued to off er a wide range of courses 
to support the career long professional learning needs of teachers who support STEM education 
in secondary schools. 

The Scottish Universities Science School (SUSS) for all PDGE and 
Joint Honours science students was held in Glasgow in January 2018 
with 208 attendees representing more than 95% of the eligible cohort. 

Additional training opportunities for secondary science students were 
off ered during the year.

Impact on secondary teachers
During the year we asked all SSERC course attendees since August 2010 
to evaluate the impact of professional development activities. 
The headlines are:
•  The overwhelming majority (more than 97%) agree or strongly 

agree that attendance at SSERC CLPL events led to an increase in 
their subject knowledge.

•  More than 90% of respondents felt that attendance was valuable 
in providing evidence to support their GTCS Professional Update 
submissions.

•  70% agreed that pupils were more positive about science and 
technology and that pupil achievement had improved.

Secondary sector

“Course organisers are always very knowledgeable and 
enthusiastic. I always leave a SSERC course full of ideas and 
with a renewed enthusiasm.”

<<

• Engineering bench skills.
• Fabrication skills.
• RSC chemistry probationers.
• Laboratory science National 5 (lab skills).
•  Pimping your projects: Simple but eff ective 

statistical analysis of data in R.
• Supporting Advanced Higher Biology.
•  Support for Higher Biology with researchers 

from SEFARI.
• Microbiology for teachers.

New courses 2017/2018

1650 
Secondary 

teachers 
attendances 

at one or more 
of our courses/
programmes in 

2017/2018.
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“The Rolls Royce of CPD training!”

How likely is it that you would use the activities in 
your institution?

3%4%5%
4%3%1%

93%93%94%

definitely possibly unlikely

safe use of 
fixed workshop 

machinery

safety in 
microbiology for 

schools

chemical 
handling

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

Well planned, safe practical activities
SSERC continued to support the Scottish Technicians’ 
Advisory Group (STAG) to promote the role that 
school technicians play in ensuring that well 
planned, safe, practical activities remain a key 
feature of STEM education in Scottish education. 

A very successful Technician Conference was held in May 2017 with 
delegates from across Scotland in attendance.

“I have found that the quality and relevance of SSERC CPD is 
second to none. You know you will not be disappointed with a 
course run by SSERC...”

During the year we continued to provide professional learning support for 
technicians in the secondary sector. In total we ran events for over 450 delegates 
across 11 diff erent courses. In all cases the provision was very well received.

Technicians

<<

“My professional practice has been greatly improved by my 
involvement with SSERC.”
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The Advisory Service
In 2017/2018 SSERC continued to offer advice and guidance on safe, engaging, 
effective practical work to support the STEM curriculum.

Key functions
• Specialist Health and Safety advice for schools and Local Authorities.
•  Unlimited access to specialist advisors in Primary Science, Biology, 

Chemistry, Physics, Technology, Technician Services and Health  
and Safety.

•  Guidance and compliance advice for Radiological Health & Safety 
legislation through our Radiation Protection Adviser.

•  Free Management of Health and Safety courses for Curriculum 
Leaders. Other specialist Health and Safety courses, including 
Radiological Protection, which are heavily subsidised or free.

•  Access to the SSERC website - curriculum support materials,  
Health & Safety advice and resources e.g. exemplar Risk Assessments 
for both specific subject and whole school activities.

•  Recommendations on equipment and design of specialist 
accommodation.

• Free consultancy and technical information.
•  Apparatus testing for safety, performance and conformance  

with standards.

Staff
SSERC now has a full complement of advisers in biology, chemistry, 
physics, primary and technology. Staff attend training and a number 
hold or are working towards formal qualifications including the NEBOSH 
General Certificate, NEBOSH National Diploma in Occupational Health and 
Safety and RPA 2000. 

>>

Members of the SSERC team attend committee meetings and events run 
by a variety of partner organisations and bodies such as:

• The Health and Safety Executive
• British Standards
• ASE Health and Safety Group
• CLEAPSS
• The Society for Radiological Protection
• The Institute of Food Science and Technology
• The Scottish Non-Nuclear Industries Liaison Group
•  Scottish Parliament Cross Party Group on Accident Prevention  

and Safety Awareness

84312
visits to the 

SSERC website 
during the 

reporting period

Data on 700+
chemicals used in 
Scottish schools

505893
page views*

1000
calls and emails 
in/out of SSERC 

per week**

* Figures refer to users in Scotland - the actual number is around 50% greater.
** Estimate based on surveys taken on two separate weeks.

Some figures
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In the period April 2017 - March 2018, work began on updating 2 Codes of 
Practice used by schools and colleges across Scotland namely Safety in 
Microbiology and Materials of Living Origin - Educational Uses. In January, 
the Ionising Radiation Regulations were updated. This required Local 
Authorities and independent schools and colleges with sources to register 
with HSE. SSERC guided members through the process, enabling them 
to comply with new regulations. During the same period, the Health 
and Safety Executive clarified its advice on the Pressure Systems Safety 
Regulations. Working with our sister organisation CLEAPSS, HSE and 
pressure systems engineers, SSERC drew up guidance to make compliance 
manageable in Scottish schools. 

Ventilation and chemical storage continues to be an issue, particularly 
in some new-build schools. SSERC staff   have made visits to premises, 
advising on necessary adaptations. Gratifyingly, some local authorities 
are now consulting SSERC at the planning stage of new science facilities, 
avoiding issues further down the line. SSERC does not charge for such 
visits, viewing them as part of the organisation’s core service to members. 

<<
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Wider STEM engagement

STEM Ambassador programme in Scotland
As liaison lead, SSERC continues to support and monitor the 3 STEM 
Ambassador Hubs in Scotland. Accordingly, SSERC ensures that targets are 
met and there is the building of capacity, capability and sustainability. 

SSERC continues to seek to increase capacity in order to deliver excellent STEM professional 
learning and by so doing, help to close equity gaps in STEM participation and attainment. Our wider 
STEM engagement activities aim to inspire young people to study STEM, and to provide a better 
connection between STEM education and training and the needs of the labour market in Scotland.

STEM Ambassador disciplines by hub

north east west

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

science

technology

engineering

maths

>>

2687
Active STEM 

Ambassadors 
in Scotland

49298
School 
hours 

volunteering

4813
Activities 
delivered

2644
Non-school 

hours 
volunteering
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Career opportunities 
in television and radio 
were highlighted 
to pupils by STEM 
Ambassadors at a BBC 
Scotland Careers Event.

WEST

>>

STEM Ambassadors 
from Spey Fisheries 
engaging with 
primary schools 
in their local area. 

NORTH
Polar Explorer Programme (PEP) 
The PEP encourages and supports schools to enrich their teaching of 
STEM subjects by placing relevant curriculum topics within the context of 
both polar exploration generally and more particularly, the construction 
and launch of the new Polar Research Vessel - RRS Sir David Attenborough.

During the second year of the programme, 
25 Scottish primary schools were selected 
to take part. In addition to a suite of digital 
resources for use in the classroom, schools 
were allocated a dedicated STEM Polar 
Ambassador who visited the schools to 
work with both pupils and teachers, sharing 
their personal knowledge and experience 
and promoting engagement with STEM 
study and potential careers.

STEM Polar Ambassador Heather Reid explains acidification through practical classroom 
activities.

Forth Valley College 
off ers STEM clubs both 
aft er school and during 
school holidays. These 

programmes are delivered 
by STEM Ambassador 
college lecturers and 

students.

EAST

programmes are delivered 

25
Schools 
involved

14
Polar STEM 

Ambassadors 
in Scotland
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Henry Rae accepting his award at the House of Lords.

<<

SSERC welcomes Ellen Stofan, former 
NASA Chief Scientist
During her visit Ellen Stofan shared her passion and knowledge of all things 
space related with an audience of keen STEM Ambassadors and praised the 
work being done through this volunteer programme. She spoke about how 
her studies and career were influenced by early childhood experiences and 
stressed the importance of promoting enquiry and questioning with young 
people of all ages as the most eff ective way of encouraging uptake in 
STEM study and careers. 

STEM Inspiration Award 
The STEM Inspiration Award celebrates individuals and organisations 
working to inspire young people in STEM Subjects. Henry Rae, Head 
Technician at the School of Medicine, University of St. Andrew’s, was 
delighted to receive the Outstanding Technician Award, in recognision 
of his work to inform and inspire young people. Henry has delivered public 
engagement activities for more than 7 years and encourages colleagues 
to do similar work. 

Going forward
The launch of the STEM Ambassador digital platform in early 2018 has 
provided new opportunities and expectations. It changes the role of 
STEM Ambassador Hubs, through enabling them to off er more value-
added engagement. Also the introduction of online induction for STEM 
Ambassadors frees time up to off er enhanced training opportunities for 
both new and existing ambassadors. 

STEM Insight placements provide a unique opportunity for education 
staff  to experience life in either a modern industry or a leading university. 
These placements equip teachers, technicians and support staff  with 
real-life knowledge and experience, that help to bring careers to life in 
the classroom. On behalf of STEM Learning, SSERC is progressing this 
programme in Scotland. 

26 Scottish Primary Schools have been selected to take part in Year 3 
(2018/2019) of the Polar Explorer Programme. Each school will be allocated 
a STEM Polar Ambassador.

Ellen Stofan, former NASA Chief Scientist.
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The period from April 2017 to the end of March 2018 provided the organisation with an opportunity to take 
stock and reflect on successes to date - which were numerous - and prepare for the challenges and opportunities 
that would lie ahead, particularly at a time of public sector financial prudence and an ever changing educational 
landscape. Critical to this period of reflection was the input of staff , stakeholders and the SSERC Board of 
Directors and Trustees. This culminated in the Board agreeing a strategic direction for the organisation 
through approval of a statement, known as Vision 2030, which would allow for eff ective long-term planning.

Corporate activity

During this year, and linked to the various workstreams associated 
with Vision 2030, there was some significant corporate activity which 
is detailed below.

SSERC Board of Directors and Trustees
•  Appointment of Alan Nimmo as the new Chair of the SSERC Board of 

Directors and Trustees.
•  Appointment of Clare Adamson MSP and Ian Stephen as Vice-Chairs 

of the SSERC Board of Directors and Trustees.
•  Appointment of four new Board members.

SSERC website
An extensive survey of the users of the SSERC website indicated general 
satisfaction but did identify some issues that needed to be rectified in 
order to make for an easier user experience. Aft er a significant period of 
development, the new SSERC website was launched on 3 April 2018. 

SSERC logo
The website refresh provided an opportunity to redesign the SSERC logo 
to deliver a modern and fresh look that will feature on all future marketing 
and publication materials.

Third building
The acquisition of additional accommodation was identified as an 
opportunity to increase the range, capability and capacity of the services 
off ered to members and to the education community in Scotland. In this 
financial year discussions progressed to secure a third building adjacent 
to our current headquarters. 

Staffing 
In this financial year the staff ing complement increased from 23 to 25 
which included Helen Winton as Senior Adviser with specific responsibility 
for STEM Engagement. We were delighted to appoint Ian Woodley as our 
Finance and Business Controller. Ian commenced employment with SSERC 
on 4 September 2017, the same day as our new CEO. Ian was promoted to 
Director of Finance on 1 April 2018. 

Supporting national programmes
SSERC was delighted to become a signatory to the Scottish Government’s 
Digital Participation Charter and a Real Living Wage Accredited Employer.

<<

Our Vision 2030 statement
Internationally recognised as a centre of 
excellence for STEM learning and support.
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Financial overview 2017/2018

£££Expenditure

Income
Scottish Government grants

Local Authority contributions

Income from STEM Learning*

Income from PSTT

Other income

Staff  and secondees

Supplies and services

Property costs

Operating and administration costs

Grants distributed

14%

32%

41%

8%

6%

6%

23%

56%

1%
13%

<<

Summarised accounts

Income £000s %
Scottish Government grants  855  41%

Local Authority contributions  668  32%

Income from STEM Learning*  297  14%

Income from PSTT  121  6%

Other income  164  8%

Total income  2,105  100%

*  Income from STEM Learning includes courses where schools were 
funded through ENTHUSE Bursaries.

Expenditure £000s %
Staff  and secondees  1,348  56%

Supplies and services  560  23%

Property costs  142  6%

Operating and administration costs  310  13%

Grants distributed  31  1%

Total expenditure 2,391  100%

Net expenditure in year (286)
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Looking ahead

Wider STEM Engagement 
Aim: to increase the level of STEM engagement in 
addition to SSERC’s STEM Ambassador activities.

The following workstreams will enable SSERC’s plans to meet the aspiration of Vision 2030.

The Annual Report is the means by which SSERC 
will report progress toward achieving the aims and 

ambitions set for the organisation by the SSERC Board of 
Directors and Trustees as identified by its vision for 2030.

Outreach work 
Aim: to increase capacity and capability to off er an 

increased volume and range of Professional Learning 
via SSERC accredited centres outwith Dunfermline.

Outreach work (digital learning) 
Aim: to increase capacity and capability to off er an 
increased volume and range of Professional Learning 
via use of digital technology and communication. 

Professional learning offering
Aim: to increase the breadth of the 

Professional Learning off ering.

Evaluation and research activity
Aim: to use evaluation and research data to influence 

direction of all SSERC workstreams. To allocate time to 
undertake specific evaluation and research activity within 

SSERC and publish them using a variety of channels e.g. 
website, academic journals and social media.

School technicians
Aim: to raise the professional status of school 
technicians and promote the role that they 
play in Scotland’s education community.

Business development activity 
Aim: to increase income streams from 
non-traditional sources to allow for 
increased capability and activity.

2030

£

<<

As we move into financial year 2018/19, SSERC will continue to evolve and change in order to meet the needs of 
a more complex educational landscape in Scotland. The SSERC Board of Directors and Trustees has endorsed a 
forward planning approach that will see SSERC’s activities aligned to support the achievement of the SSERC Vision 
2030 and the ambitions set out in the Scottish Government’s ‘STEM Education and Training Strategy for Scotland’.
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